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Short Abstract — We present a novel method for the
identification of functional properties of gene circuits through
the comprehensive analysis of 4-node circuits by ODE based
simulations. Our approach can identify circuits, motifs, and
coupling of motifs capable of recapitulating any state
distribution. We identify specific functional properties of
circuits responsible for multiple distinct classes of state
distributions and show how our method can be applied to single
cell RNA-seq data.
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I. PURPOSE

circuit motifs are functional units of circuits that
occur at greater than expected frequencies and contain
important regulatory patterns[1]. Each motif contains
distinct information processing functions and helps to define
the behavior of the circuit. In-sillico analysis of synthetic
circuits capable of specific functions has led to the
identification of biologically meaningful regulatory motifs
[2]. Unfortunately, motif searches typically use very narrow
parameter ranges for exploring the behavior of circuits and
fail to use networks large enough to explore how coupling of
motifs can impact the behavior of the circuit.
When multiple motifs are present in a circuit there are
several ways in which they can be connected [3]. The
specific coupling in a circuit can impact the way each motif
process information and therefore plays an important role in
determining circuit behavior [4]. Currently, coupling of
motifs is often overlooked when considering the contribution
of motifs to circuit behavior.
We present a novel method for the identification and
analysis of the functional properties of circuits capable of
generating distinct state distributions. Our method robustly
explores the behavior of all four-node circuits and identifies
circuits, motifs, and motif coupling responsible for distinct
arrangements of multiple states. Contrary to other methods
for assigning function to motifs, our method defines a
function and identifies motifs responsible. We also show
how our method can be applied to single-cell RNA-seq data
to gain important insight into biological processes.
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II. RESULTS
We began by generating all possible 4-node circuits
containing activating, inhibiting and self-regulatory edges.
All unique topologies were simulated with RACIPE [5] for a
comprehensive and robust exploration of circuit behavior
using an extremely wide parameter range.
Circuit behavior was evaluated to identify distinct state
distributions. One such distribution describes a triangular
arrangement of three states. Analysis of the circuits most
able to generate a triangular state distribution revealed a
repeating two node motif of mutual activation and selfinhibition occurring twice in each of our top circuits and
never with overlapping nodes.
Next, we developed a state distribution comparison score
to determine the similarity in behavior of any two circuits.
Our score allows us to start with any state distribution and
identify similarly behaving circuits, enriched motifs and
motif coupling. Comparison of the behavior of all our
circuits has identified multiple distinct classes of state
distributions.
Finally, we use our method to compare the behavior of
synthetic circuits to experimental data. In an application to
human glutamatergic neuron differentiation, we identify
four-node circuits capable of recapitulating gene expression
state distribution. Analysis circuits most able to recapitulate
the experimental data yields insights into important
regulatory motifs and their coupling for human
glutamatergic neuron differentiation.
III. CONCLUSION
We present a robust method for the identification of
functional properties of circuits capable of any function that
can be defined with a score. We identify novel circuit motifs
involved in generating distinct state distributions. Finally,
we show how our method can be applied to gain insight into
the regulation of biology.
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